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Your legal expert for sports law
Putting a special emphasis on expertise, foresight and customised solutions for
clients, Falkenstein Rechtsanwälte have an extensive knowledge in almost all
branches of law, while specialising in the exciting field of sports law.
TEXT: NANE STEINHOFF

“If you have a concern, we have the solution. We bring together individual strengths
in a team,”explains Alexander Wild, lawyer
for Falkenstein Rechtsanwälte since 2010
and the law firm’s expert in sports law.
Having established itself as an expert for
the legal area of sports law, Falkenstein has
offered comprehensive legal advice since
Alexander Wild’s entry in 2010. The lawyer
had been a scientific employee at the International Sports Law Centre of the T.M.C.
Asser Institute Den Haag before and has
deepened his focus on legal questions in
the field of doping, especially in the area of
licensed football recently.
“We advise players, managers, clubs, sponsors and consultants. Sports law fascinates
because of its diversity. It’s a so-called interdisciplinary matter and we at Falken-
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stein have the possibility of covering all areas of sports law – from criminal law to
copyright law,”Alexander Wild concludes.
His personal landmark achievement was
the judicial prevention of the relegation of
HBW Balingen Weilstetten from the Handball Bundesliga in 2014 so that 19 teams, instead of the usual 18, now play in the
league.
Comprehensively advising their clients
without being a large law firm, makes the
company with nine lawyers stand out.“This
creates a personal and trusting relationship. Our clients have a regular contact person so that we know about the individual
needs of the client,” Alexander Wild says.
Special law office events give clients the
opportunity to get to know the lawyers better and a good and distinctive network of
contacts, especially the cooperation with

tax advisers, helps the law firm to achieve
the best possible results for their clients.
Automobile companies, car dealers, Bundesliga clubs, logistics companies, middle
class companies, lotteries, real estate companies, building contractors, craft businesses, public authorities or private persons are amongst their clients.
“We legally represent and advise nationally
and internationally, regionally and nationally. We are connected to many of our
clients through longstanding collaboration,”
Alexander Wild says.
Putting a special emphasis on incorporating
economic perspectives in the juristic consultation, the law firm comprises experts
with special expertise in many fields of law.
Clients especially appreciate the special
bond of trust, the available network, the
individual consultation, the sustainability
of the advice, the economic foresight and
the continuity of the law firm’s structure.
www.falkenstein-partner.de

